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HERSCHELITE-A VALID SPECIES?
BnraN MasoN, The American Museum of l{atural Hi'story, l{ew Yorh.
In 1825Levy describedtwo new minerals,both zeolites,occurring in
cavities in lava at Aci Reale (actually Aci Castello) on the flanks of Mt.
Etna, Sicily. One of these minerals,phillipsite, has retained its status as
an independentspecieslthe other, herschelite,was later identified with
chabaziteand has beenrelegatedto the synonymy. The correctnessof the
latter procedure was apparently confirmed when it was found that
herscheliteand chabazite give essentiallyidentical x-ray powder patterns
(Strunz, 1956).Nevertheless,other evidencesuggeststhat theseminerals,
while closely related, are chemically distinct and are separatedfrom each
other by a compositiongap.
The ideal formula for chabazite can be written CazAlrSiaOx'l2HzO,
there being three such formula units in the unit cell. Wyart (1933),who
worked out the structure of chabazite, demonstrated that chemical
analysesof chabazite showed the following variability in the numbers of
atoms in the above formula (omitting one analysis which shows a high
MgO content):
C a : 0 . 9 3 -1 . 9 1

il:'3 -?12

)Ca-l-Na*K:
AI:
Si:
>Al*Si:

1 . 9 7 -3 . 4 6
3 . 5 9 -4 . 5 2
7. 3 5 - 8 . 2 O
ll.7Gl2.l9

The principal variation in composition is clearly in the amounts of calcium, sodium and potassium.Evidently the chabazitestructure can accommodatemore than two of theseatoms per formula unit. However, Ca
never exceedstwo, and the low Ca is compensatedby high (Na-|K); the
principal variations in chabazite composition can be explained by the substitution of (Naz, K2) for Ca.
Most chabaziteis calcium-rich.This is clearly demonstratedin Fig. 1,
in which the relative amounts of Ca, Na, K in Wyart's selectedanalyses
of chabazite are plotted, along with analyses of herschelite from the
literature. Ilowever the five analyses of herschelite from Sicily form a
small group clustered close to the Na apex, and are separated by a wide
composition gap from the "normal" calcium-rich chabazites.Also in the
sodium-rich field are a pair of analyses(nos. 3 and 4) which are of "chabazite" fuom Richmond, Victoria, Australia, and one (no. 2), also from
Sicily.
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Frc. 1. Atomic percentagesof Ca, Na, and K in analyses of chabazite and herschelite;
the numbered points are the analyses listed by Wyart (1933), the lettered points are analysesof herschelitefromAciCastello,Sicily,asfollows: A,ZeitDeutsch.gell,.GeseII.,28,
5 4 7 , 1 8 7 6 ;B a n d C , A n n . C h e m . p h y s . ,1 4 , 9 9 ; 1 8 4 5 ; D a n d E , M i n e r a l , . A b s t r . , l l , 2 9 2 ,
1951.

Herschelite differs from "normal" chabazite in other respects. The
crystal habit is quite distinct-whereas chabazite occurs in a variety of
forms, usually simple rhombohedral crystals or penelration twins,
herscheliteis always found as aggregatesof hexagonalplates, evidently
a combination of base and rhombohedron faces. Walker (1951), in his
study of crystal habit in many hundreds of chabazite crystals from the
Antrim basalts, did not find a single example of the herschelitehabit,
and it seems to be recorded only in the material from Sicily and that
from Richmond, Victoria. Herschelite has a distinctly lower refractive
index-in specimensI have measuredthe mean refractive index is about
1.472(birefringencelow,0.002-0.004),whereasthe mean refractiveindex
of chabaziteis about 1.485.
On the above evidenceit appearsthat herscheliteshould be recognized
as a valid species,isostructural with, but distinct from, chabazite.Its
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ideal formula is NazAlzSiaOrr.6HzO,
but natural herscheliteshowssubstitution of calcium and potassium for sodium. There is probably a compositiongap betweenchabaziteand herschelitewhich will be more closely
defined by additional analyses,but for the present an arbitraiy boundary,
as shown by the dashedIine on Fig. 1, from the potassiumapex to the
mid-point on the Ca-Na join, can be suggested.The relationshipbetween
chabaziteand herscheliteis exactly anaiogousto that betweenheulandite
and clinoptilolite,as describedby Mason and Sand (1960).
It should be noted that the compositionof herscheliteis very similar to
that of gmelinite, and that these two speciesare not distinguishableon
the basis of chemical analyses,although they are different structurally
and in r-ray powder photographs.They may be dimorphs of NarAIzSi+Orz
.6H2O, but the conditionsfavoring the formation of one or the other remain to be elucidated.
I am indebted to Mr. John Albanesefor drawing my attention to this
problem, and for providing me with specimensof herschelitefrom the
original Iocality in Sicily.
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BAOTITE (PAOT'OU-K'UANG)FROM RAVALLI COUNTY,MONTANA1
E. Wu. HuNntcu, Wru. H. Bovnn ANDF. A. Cnowr-Bv,Departmenl
of Geologyand.Mineral'ogy, The (Jniversity of Michigan; Kaiser
A lurninum and.Chemi.c
al Corp orati on, M ili pit as, Calif ornia ;
Butte, Montana.
Montana Bureau of Mines antl Geol,ogy,
IwrnooucrroN
The carbonaticRE-Nb depositsof southernRavalli County, lVlontana,
have beenstudiedsystematicallyby Crowley (1960)and by Heinrich and
1 Contribution No. 242, The Mineralogical Laboratory,
Mineralogy, The University of Michigan.
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